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Introduction 
Let's start exploring what's within Hægård 

 

Your Guide to Elder Knights 

Skøl! May this guide help you to have a better understanding of what the Elder Knights from 
Hægård are about to build! 

! Here is what you will find in this guide. 

You will find everything from Elder Knights, to where we are now, and to what we are 
planning in the future! 

! Disclaimer 

This guide is the first version released by Elder Knights Dev Team. 
It is not binding in nature and may be subject to change in the future. 

What is Elder Knights? 

An army of warriors fighting for Hægård after the Elders awaken. 
Hægård need a military force in these dark years. 
Or at least this is the lore, we are a startup founded by three mid twenty years old, we would 
like to build a fantasy experience unique in their kind, providing a classical fantasy experience 
and a new one with the help of web 3.0. 



Our products and services 
 

Encore : Elderk nights’ comic book platform 

Encore wil be our main service, it will be a platform where indie artists will be able to sell 
their comic bok and profit from them. 

It can be a good chance to show discover new comic book artists and writers and for them 
can be a good chance to profit from their work without having to invest big capitls or find a 
publisher. 

Here you will also be able to read our own comic book wrote, designed and drown by us. 

Elder knights : Table Game 

The table game is a new experience of table game. 

In the same box there will be two different table game inside! 

 PVP: pvp mode is perfect for faster matches and having fun with friends, compete one 
another and solve your quest, before getting killed from another player or worse. 
 

 Elder Master: some campaign and characters will be available in our Elder Master 
Lore, one player will be the Elder Master and final Enemy, meanwhile the team as to 
defeat all the encounters and survive till the end. 
 

 Elder Master App: You will be able to play Elder Master campaigns all togheter, the 
final enemy will be the App 

Knights Over! 

Knights Over! Will be our platform game for mobile, to keep elder knights with you and have 
fun when you are bored. 

Game experience will be heavily impacted by owning NFTs for exclusive skins. 

Knights Market 

Knights Market will be our e-commerce where we will sell all our physical products: 

● Table game Elder’s Knights  
● Elder’s Knights comics 
● Elder’s Knights 3D printed art 
● Elder knights prints 
● And more merchandise! 



What is an Elder Knights NFT?  

 
Elder Knights is a collection of 2222 unique and randomly generated NFTs, residing in 
Hægård, in the Universe of Solana. 
Your Elder Knight NFT doubles as a citizenship which grants access to our services in a better 
and more customizable experience.  
 
You will see some stats, those will be important, since we are building a table game that will 
be playable with standard characters or your own NFT. 
 

 



Stacking Level 
 
Each Elder Knights NFT starts with a base statistic of 5 LUCK, but you can spend your $AKI to 
improve this parameter making them move up the hierarchy. 
Every time you rank up your NFT, you will run into a system that provides the following: 

 
The LUCK stat will be randomly improved, but greater than the value it had at the previous 
rank level - Each NFT, from the most common to the rarest, starts with SQUIRE rank 
 
SQUIRE - LUCK STAT : random from 2 up to 5 
KNIGHT - LUCK STAT : random up to 10 
GENERAL - LUCK STAT : random up to15 
KING - LUCK STAT : random up to 20 
EMPEROR - LUCK STAT : random up to 25 

 



The Origin of Elder Knights 

 

 

The Story of The Errant Knight  

Dark ages stain the vast lands of Hægård, but “where there is darkness, there must also be 
light”. 
This is the phrase that an errant knight tells along his journey to reach the Castle. 
Someone says he is a ghost, someone that he doesn’t exist at all, and someone who says he 
is just a human maddened by the things he has seen.  
No one knows the truth, and he is not interested in rumors, or in showing himself for what he 
is.   
His only purpose is to gather the famous Elder Knights to finally shoot down the looming 
plague of Elders and bring back the sunrise on Hægård. 
 

 

 

 

 



Roadmap 
Elder Knights are about to defend the Hægård world from Elders Vengeance spirit wich awoke and 
we're about to see what are the path that we are going to walk through as we complete these Guild 
missions and deliver them to become the Greatest Elder’s Knight Emperor 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 1 - Wood for a bonfire (1 of 6)      

● Welcome to Hægård - Mint an Elder Knights and unlock exclusive rewards Minting Website is 
now available elderknights.com 

● Here you go the $AKI - EK Utility Token  
● Here you go the White list token  
● Starting Knight’s Test Night - Selected community can try our alpha games tournament and 

win $AKI or NFTs  
● Introducing Encore- Elder knights’ comic book platform 
● Introducing Knights Over! – Elder knights’ videogame app 
● Join the comic book artists and writers that will be published on Encore! 

 

 

  



CHAPTER 2 - Tempted by Hosts (2 of 6) 

● Start the Castle’s Guild Quests - Stacking System to earn $AKI  and you can get Knights 
Upgrades paying with $AKI 

● New minting page for Weapons NFTs - improve your in game stats to your NFT and become 
stronger  

● Airdrop Book of Class NFTs - add an exclusive in game class to your NFT 
● Forwarded into the caves of Castle’s Dungeon - Level Up your NFT improving the LUCK Stat, 

earning more $AKI from your NFT                                                     

 Climb the hierarchy and become an Emperor     

 New Website page TBA 

● Releasing Encore- Elder knights’ comic book platform 
 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 3 - Laboratory Experiment (3 of 6) 

● Experiment with the Forge of Soul - Choose your way: Get in a chamber and evolve your NFT 
to exceed your power limits      

● New minting page for Elder’s Skull and Dragon’s Heart NFTs -Use them to evolve your Nft 
stats and art  
                                                             

New Website page TBA 

ELDER CHAMBER 

Power Up - Elder’s Skull  

Pay 666 $AKI, evolve your NFT into an  Eldest Knight & gain buff on your character. 

ANCIENT CHAMBER 

Power Up - Dragon’s Heart 

Pay 222 $AKI, evolve your NFT into an Ancient Knight & gain buff on your character.  

● Releasing Knights Over! – Elder knights’ videogame app 
 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER 4 - New Places (4 of 6) 

● Work in the Yggir’s Farm - Pay $AKI and convince Yggir to give you a Dragon Egg working for 
him for 24 h. Trust me, you would do well working hard if you really want the contents of that 
egg                  

New minting page is now available            

⚠ ATTENTION important message: the Egg will ask you for some random specific labor, 
you’ll need that to hatch the Egg 

● Studying in the Yggir’s Library(Discord Channel) - You’ll find out how to unlock the power of 
your new little creature 

● Releasing EK Board Game  
● Releasing EK Comic Book  

 

 

 

CHAPTER 5 - Something of green touched me (5 of 6) 

● Definitive EK Board Game with app interaction 
● Definitive EK Comic Book  
● It’s shopping time at the Elderknights Market - accept $USD, $USDC, $SOL and $AKI                                                              

New Website Marketplace TBA 
Elder knight’s Merchandise in our EK E-Commerce: 

❖ Exclusive Limited Clothing; 

❖ 3D Printed Characters for table game and customized one; 

❖ EK Comic Book; 

❖ EK Board Game; 

❖ Card and Miniature of your NFT to play with EK Board Game  

 

 

CHAPTER 6 - The end of the beginning (6 of 6)  

● Meet the infamous Elders - Mint a new Elders Collection’s NFT       

… Stay in Hægård to know what comes next……                                          

 

 

 



Haegard Map 
 

 

 



 
THE CASTLE & ITS AISLES 

Utilities: ($AKI) 

Utility of $AKI 

● Upgrading your Elder’s knight rank 
● Used to mint your Weapons, Evocations   
● Use to buy your Discord customized roles 
● Use to upgrade your Elder’s knight nft art and stats 
● Use to improve your Knights Over! game experience 
● Use to buy  merchandise, Elder’s knights comic, table game, 3D printed art, and much 

much much more!! 

 

THE GUILD 
Knights love to go on adventure to earn $AKI, this makes them more respectable in the castle and 
guild ranks. 

But all knights know that the castle is an expensive place where if they want to become emperor 
they’ll have to spend that $AKI, FOR POWER UPS, LEVELING, EVOKE COMPANIONS AND MORE 
UTILITIES. 

THE GUILD DUNGEON 
Ranking up platform 

One of $AKI's first of many utilities is upgrading your Elder’s knight; the higher the rank, the higher the 
yield per day. We want to call this our Gamified Platform, the start of all of the utilities you will benefit 
from shortly. 

Elder’s knight loves going on adventures and the more complex the journey the better it is! 

Reaching EMPEROR is not a walk in the castle’s park, and we intended it to be that way as the benefits 
are enormous! 

 

 

 



$AKI requirements to rank up your Elder Knight 

KNIGHT = 250 $AKI 

GENERAL = 350 $AKI 

KING= 500 $AKI  

EMPEROR = 750 $AKI 

$AKI Yield per day 

       

STAT DISTRIB      

LUCK SQUIRE %   GENERAL  
5 100 100%  11 60 35% 

    12   25% 
    13 34 18% 
    14   16% 
    15 6 6% 
       

       

 KNIGHT    KING  
6 60 35%  16 60 35% 
7   25%  17   25% 
8 32 17%  18 35 20% 
9   15%  19   15% 

10 8 8%  20 5 5% 
       

 EMPEROR      

21 65 35%     

22   30%     

23 34 25%     

24   9%     

25 1 1%     

       

 ELDEST    ANCIENT  
30 60 35%  40 60 35% 
31   25%  41   25% 
32 32 20%  42 32 20% 
33   12%  43   12% 
34 8 7%  44 8 7% 
35   1%  45   1% 

       

       

       
% is the probability you have when you power up your character or improve its luck to get that level 
of $AKI yeld each day. 



THE KNIGHTS MARKET 
The knight market will be our E-commerce where knights Using $AKI, $USDC, $SOL 
merchandise shop online,  

It will sell : 

● Table game Elder’s Knights  
● Elder’s Knights comics 
● Elder’s Knights 3D printed art 
● YOUR PERSONAL NFT for the board game 
● 1/1 clothing merchandise designed by Martyris 

 

THE FORGE OF SOUL 
The Forge of soul will be a special place only for those own the POWER UPs: 

● Ancient Path (dragons) Limited suplly 

● Eldest    Path ( elders)   Limited suplly 

Eldest and Ancient will be the Deflationary side of the GENESIS COLLECTION, with the POWER UP 
and an Elder’s Knight you’ll be able to generate a stronger and more rare NFT! 

What are you waiting to unleash yours Elder’s knight true power and dominate the Land of Heagard? 

Only Elder knights with emperor level can be evolved $AKI PRODUCED DAILY >20 

 

 

 

 

 

 



THE YGGIR FARM 
 

Some monsters shouldn’t exist but they are too cute lol. 

 

Every Knights needs a companion, and that is why Evocations will require two different Elder 
Knights from two different collections in order to evoke a companion. 
Pets that will be summoned to help your NFTS grow stronger and help them in the game. 

There will be 4 different companions depending on the Knights couple: 

● Genesis + Genesis  
● Ancient + Genesis  
● Eldest +Genesis  
● Eldest+Ancient  

BUT that won’t be all, EVOCATIONS will have utilities in the game Knights Over working as 
Skins for equipment and will have their own game in the future. 

 

 

The animated series and comic 
Elder knights is a NFT project that breaks web3-RL wall by creating a solid fantasy universe 
living in the multiverse of blockchain brought to you through EK story, comic, the tale game, 
to get to the animated serie and book. 
All available in web3 and IRL.  
Encore will later expand including animations. 
 
 


